The Great Invitation

IT'S TIME TO FULFILL THE PARABLE!

"Then saith he to his servants, The wedding is ready, ... Go ye therefore into the highways, and as many as ye shall find, INVITE to the marriage. So those servants went out into the highways, and gathered together all as many as they found, both bad and good: and the wedding was furnished with guests." - Matthew 22:8-10

Your personal invitation has finally arrived! Yet, for the longest time, the question remains: What good is an invitation if no one knows the actual TIME of the event? This frustration has been the case since the Messiah’s ascension into heaven to sit at Yahweh’s right hand in the roman year 30 ce! (Read Acts 2) One of the greatest mysteries of all time has been: WHEN will Messiah return for His royal Bride and establish the Kingdom of Yahweh on planet earth? Now, YHWH’s true witnesses will PROVE to you the solution to this prophetic puzzle!

Long ago, the Angel Gabriel delivered this answer in a “sealed code” to the Prophet Daniel while exiled in Babylon! Yet, at that time, NOT even the great prophet himself understood the interpretation of this prophecy - which we will call “Daniel’s Final Prophecy” (Read Daniel 12:11-12) Heaven’s messenger Gabriel made it plain that the appointment for this grand future event would be SEALED or CLOSED from the minds of men, UNTIL the last days. Even since the year “2000 AD” came and went just over 10 years ago, many Christian denominations have tried to interpret the return of the “Messiah” to be at anytime. Yet they are relying on an assumption that His return would be 2000 years after His BIRTH - WRONG! From our research, He will return exactly 2000 years after HIS BAPTISM - being Autumn of 26 ce! For this understanding, ask for: The Next Jubilee Will Set the World Free!

With the reality of Fukushima’s nuclear threat, to the imminent collapse of a debt-burdened US & global economy to the impending doom of World War III (ie. opening of Revelation’s Second Seal between the Red Horse [Russia/China] and the White Horse [US/NATO]), an understanding of WHEN for the Savior’s return and “capture” of His Bride should give HOPE to ALL who WAIT on Him!

The Prophet Zechariah (14:16) proclaimed... “And it shall come to pass, that everyone who survives...shall keep the Feast of Tabernacles.”

UNLOCKING... DANIEL’S FINAL PROPHECY

“And he said, Go thy way, Daniel; for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end, and none of the wicked shall understand; but the words of the wise shall be uttered. And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed be the� queeneth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and thirty-five days.” Daniel 12:9-12

In the above verses, Gabriel declared to YHWH’s prophet that actual historic events would transpire upon the most contested piece of real estate on earth - Jerusalem’s Temple Mount. Historians have recorded these events. They occurred at a specific time or year in the past. The KEY to unlocking this prophetic puzzle is found within the Torah, ie. the Book of Numbers 14:34, to be exact. The prophecy of Daniel is worded so the reader MUST interpret the DURATION of time BETWEEN events - NOT as overlapping or consecutive days out into the future when some “Antichrist” is terrorizing the world from Jerusalem’s rebuilt temple. This is a presumed interpretation by many, but incorrect! Instead since the actual years of the events are recorded, we can then lay down a reliable timeline for this prophecy! After Israel’s deliverance from Egypt, they were punished for lack of faith by being compelled to wander the Wilderness of Sin for 40 years - for the 40 “days” when spying-out the Promised Land. So now, let us examine the Key:

“After the number of the days in which ye searched the land, even forty days, EACH DAY FOR A YEAR, shall ye bear your iniquities, even forty years, and ye shall know my breach of promise.” Numbers 14:34

Therefore, by us substituting the word “YEARS” for “days” in Daniel 12:11-12, we DECODE the puzzle! Since the First Seal of Revelation opened on Sept. 11th, 2001, it’s expected that all things that were “sealed” would now be REVEALED (Rev.1:1). This revealing now includes the Key to Daniel’s Final Prophecy and the Great Wedding Invitation to all!

The Prophet Amos (3:7) proclaimed...

“Therefore will I send a famine among all flesh; a famine not of bread, neither a thirst after water, but of hearing of the word of the Lord.”

Jerusalem – The Center of the Universe

The Temple Mount was chosen long ago for great things! Revelation 21 foretells the future time on planet earth when the very City of YHWH from the heavens - the New Jerusalem - will descend upon the earth and set upon the Temple Mount for all eternity! How special is this little hill in the middle East, in comparison to all the beautiful locations on this planet! From the moment of the Wedding Feast in 2026 and the establishment of the Kingdom of YHWH on earth, Jerusalem will forevermore be the very center of the universe - as the Throne of YHWH will reside there! Yet, until then, Jerusalem will continue to see great struggle, even through great wars and division, and much sorrow.

The First Temple to YHWH, built by King David’s son – King Solomon, lasted for hundreds of years until the year 599 BCE, when it came under siege by Nebuchadnezzar – king of Babylon! Let’s read...

“In 601 BC, Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, attempted an invasion of Egypt, that turned out to be an extremely costly failure. ... In the year 599 BC, the “daily sacrifice” of the Levitical ministry was “taken away” as the siege had shut-off all supplies necessary for the Temple ministry to function. This fulfilled the first part of Daniel 12:11! Then, according to the prophecy, 1290 “years” later, in the roman year of 691 ce, an “abomination” to YHWH would be erected upon an abandoned or “desolate” Temple Mount (as no temple existed to YHWH at that time). This was FULLFILLED as the Islamic “Dome of the Rock” was completed and dedicated to a foreign deity - Allah!
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The Prophet Amos (3:7) proclaimed...
The Exact Year of the Savior's Wedding Feast!

For the righteous remnant of the last days, this is exciting news — the Good News!

In the last verses of the Book of Daniel, YHWH's servant and great messenger "Gabriel" informed the Prophet Daniel (while exiled in Babylon) of the exact year of the Savior's return and establishment of YHWH's Kingdom on earth! Hallelu-Yah!

The Book of Daniel, Chapter 12, see verses 11-12...

12:8 And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my master, what shall be the end of these things?
12:9 And Gabriel said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end.
12:10 Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand.
12:11 And at the time of the daily sacrifice, the abomination that maketh desolate shall set up, until there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety (1290) days.
12:12 Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty (1335) days.

Clue #1 - Verses 11-12 from Daniel chapter 12 clearly delineate an exact prophetic timeframe with specific durations of time between specific historical events relating to the most sacred real estate on earth: "The Temple Mount" at Jerusalem. Actual events included: the Siege of Jerusalem by King Nebuchadnezzar and the completion year of the Islamic Dome of the Rock.

Clue #2 - The key that unlocks the correct interpretation of time, i.e. "days" within Clue #1, is the "day for each year" principle, as found in two other verses of Scripture:
Numbers 14:34 and Ezekiel 4:6. These confirm that "days" from Daniel 12:11-12 can be interpreted as "years" and, in fact, they should be! For when interpreted as "years", the timeline fits exactly into place! Therefore, the "Blessing" (v.12) for mankind is fulfilled in the roman year 2026 ce. with the Savior's return and the establishment of true peace on earth.

Clue #3 - After the fall of man, YHWH gives the clue of a limited cycle of 120 "Years" (ie. Jubilee cycles of 50 years) in which mankind strives by his own sinful devices. (See Genesis 6:3)

This calculates as: 120 Jubilees X 50 Years = 6,000 Total Years of man's sin and corruption. Pinpointing the start of the Savior's earthly ministry as a Jubilee Year in 26 ce. confirms the 2026 as the Year of the 120th Jubilee! What a Blessing!

THE PROPHETIC TIMELINE
Has Now Been Re-Calibrated!
The Messiah of Israel
Cannot return before
His Appointed Time!

The Daily Sacrifice "Taken Away" - Ceased
King Solomon's Temple, Jerusalem 599 bc.
(The Siege of Jerusalem by Babylon's
"King Nebuchadnezzar in 588-599 bc.
-- the 7th year of his reign. www.wikipedia.org)

The Abomination of Desolation "Set Up"
or was Completed in 691 ce - Daniel 12:11
"The Dome of the Rock -- an (Islamic) shrine located on
the Temple Mount in the Old City of Jerusalem. The
structure has been refurbished many times since its
initial completion in 691 CE at the order of Umayyad
Caliph Abd al-Malik. www.wikipedia.org

THE SECOND COMING!
The Return of YHWH's Son
"Blessed is he that waits..."
Occurs 6,000 years after the Fall of Man
And 2,000 years AFTER His Baptism
which will FULL fill the 120th Jubilee!

2026 ce

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR GREAT THINGS!
"He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the Body of Messiah -- ie. the Bride!"
- Revelation 3:22

Yes, you live in the "latter days" -- a time of great trouble for all nations (Matthew 24:7), and the time for announcing of the Great Wedding Feast and the Kingdom of YHWH to come! This Kingdom will bring great and wonderful change to a war torn and a highly radioactive planet earth!

All those who heed this Great Invitation need to arrive at the Temple Mount for the Great Wedding Supper at the time of the Feast of Succot! This is the 7-day Feast of Tabernacles. Come and rejoice with the Bride and her Groom and see the prophecy fulfilled! Don't forget a wedding gift, as this offering is the Law of Yehwash (see Deut.16:16) Contact us for more information, and we hope to

SEE YOU THERE - HalleluYahweh!

"only a remnant will be saved"
Romans 9:27

The Remnant of YHWH
PO Box 2453
Abilene, Texas [79640]
RSVP to this address!

www.THEGREATINVITATION.net